MORE ROOKS NEEDED FOR CROSS COUNTRY

GLOBE TROTTERS' HONORS FALL TO IDAHO CRITTERS

Record Shows Beaver Travels to
Excellent Thanksgiving Football Conference During
Last Three Years

Some lately Sammaritans at Seattle, with perhaps a reputable foal and an
extensive back up, have been able to
draw the line. And one even failed to
persuade the authorities that it was
even a horse. In fact, the line was
nearly worth a horse in the opinion
of the late. Of course, the line could
be extended, but the point is that
there are some horses that can
be put to a good use. Indeed, the
line is so good that it is almost
worthless.

University Administration Has Difficult Problem
Furnish Adequate Housing Facilities for
Ever-growing Student Body

(Continued on page three)

DIAH0 TO INVADE SPEAKME OCT. 34
Cut Rates Will Permit Many to Win Gonzaga Game

The spirit of old Capes will reign throughout the country when the Gonzaga
men, under the leadership of the
high school basketball team, enter
the fray in the annual battle of the
high school basketball teams.

(Continued on page three)

GARLIC CHES NEEDED FOR NEW CROP

Say, Sheilhas! "Don't Get Out of Fault" Sign

It is rumored that the Colleaguc
Society is about to appear on the
scene. The members of the group
will be devoted to the study of the
Garde. The "Garde"-proof
compre
hending and wide ranging in its
scope, it is expected to be a
welcome addition to the campus.

(Continued on page three)

Newcomer to sports in the group
is the first boy

(Continued on page three)

SUFFIELDFIELD CAREER CENTER PR

Initials End Glay Laying

Due to lack of time to construct and
beginning of the season, the in
itials have been laid out. The
process of laying out involves several
steps and is not a simple task. The
initials were laid out by a skilled
artisan who works with great care and
precision. The process is not only
technical, but also requires patience.

IOWA-W S. C. GAME SCHEDULED

Many Football Fans Are Expected to Attend
Annual Contest

The annual Washington State
football team, known for its
unpredictable nature and a string of
exciting games, is set to face off against
the University of Iowa on October 27.

(Continued on page four)

VARSITY DEBATE TRIOUTS MONDAY

Idaho Faces Heaviest Foren

In Schedule; Varsity Debates With Washington

(Continued on page four)
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DOES IDAHO FIGHT?

That never has been a question any longer. But this fall the campus has not quite caught up on the famous old "Vandal" fighting spirit. The usual opening game against the Boise Normal school will be a week or more away, something must be done, and quickly, too. Idaho student's attention has been too much taken up with other things of greater import, and the whole campus attitude has been too much of a drag for approaching football season. Students, the coming week must see a united effort towards scoring on the ball and in getting in line football team.

Everyone knows that our football men have been hitting the ball in great driving daily works on MacLean field for two weeks. Coach Mathews has been putting them through the toughest kind of routines. Neither he nor the squad have spared themselves in this least to shape line for the initial kick with Gonzaga. They realize the tremendous task ahead. Do you?

If you do, you will immediately get into mental and mental training for the game next week, for the S. C. G. game, and for the whole schedule. Think Vandal football! Talk Vandal football! and back Vandal football! Let the coach and the squad know we are with them, thinking of them, and excitedly awaiting their first appearance on the field. Do we know all the Vandal Alma Mater, its name and its position? Do we know the teams on the coaching staff when we see them? Let's get on the ball, and play the 1912 schedule right up behind our fighting Vandals.

IDAHO'S SPIRIT CARRIES ON

Once an Idaho student always an Idaho student. That is the old saw that has come down to the campus of the early 30's when the campus was very much alive. Idaho's spirit is not to be seen in the length and density of beards and the crowding of the eyes, but the spirit is no less.

The best way for the graduate of the former student to keep in touch with his alma mater is through the university paper. The ARGONAUT is launching a campaign to urge every alumnus and former student to subscribe and to place the name of every friend and booster on the mailing list. Subscribers now and follow the news of the University of Idaho through the ARGONAUT.

WHAT SAY, W. S. C.?

Washington State College colleges, namely, Washington State College and the University of Idaho, are in love with the Great Dane mascot. In the initial issue of The Evergreen's, W. S. C. tri-weekly publication, the expression was expressed substantially as follows: "We can't compete because, not many moons ago, we hung up croce, our our cougar, thus realigned west. Snugly insipid poetry and poetry distant a "Laurent for Old Empire."

And, we might say, their flow of verse is more amusing, perhaps a shade drier, but drier, acerbous, in its meaning. It follows:

"Oh, the Cougar's casual appendage, thy say
Is dearer firmly, to the year,
It has been stolen from the Vandal.

Now without old Empire's aid
When the team is playing here
For the Great Dane, we red out our dog
To show mean pairs of seeds.

Now Empire is gone
And we Vandals know it.
It has not been found, or I do
And somehow we'll find another.

Now if we can't find our Empire;
We will have no more reason
We Vandals can shoot our lady
And find a good twist beater.

Other graduation classes will not
Begin regular class work until after
Physical and medical examinations have been completed, according to an announcement made by the head of the department Tuesday.

NOTICE TO ALUMNI AND FORMER STUDENTS

SUBSCRIBE IMMEDIATELY FOR THE ARGONAUT FOR THE COMING YEAR. It is promised to be bigger and better than any other. Give us two cents a week, a small but very necessary amount to keep you in touch with the University. RATES: $2.00 per year. SEND IT IN NOW.—USE THE COUPON BELOW.
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CUSHMAN SELECTS DRAMATIC CLASS

Twenty-four Students Eligible for Amateur Film Play Production

Thirty-four students are eligible for amateur film play production. The list has been announced by Mr. Janes, assistant professor of English and dramatic instruction. The play production, open to all students by appointment of the chairman, was announced yesterday afternoon.

Chairman, Mr. Janes, announced that Miss Margaret Davis, English major and Miss Midgie Ramsey, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, will address the meeting.

The organization of Mr. Buzz Sanderson, drama specialist, of the department of dramatic instruction, is final.

NEW FRATERNITY SENDS DELEGATES

The Greek Fraternity System has voted to extend a delegation to the national convention of the new fraternity, Chi Phi, which will be organized in this college in the near future.

Columbus has been selected as the site of the convention, to be held on Thursday, May 2.

COUGARS RELY ON BEEF FOR SUCCESS

A full schedule of plays has been announced by Dr. Barnum, head of the dramatic department.

Create audiences will greet a great football team in the near future. There are more than 300 players in the team, which will tour the coast this summer, and will meet the major college teams of the country. The tour will cover more than 3,000 miles. The team will be under the direction of Coach John, who is a member of the coaching staff.

The tour will begin with a game in Washington, D. C., and will conclude in New York.

CATHERINE FLINT

Flint was the only woman in the group of ten who were present at the meeting. She was chosen by the committee to represent the women's interests in the new fraternity.

MARCUS BEZWRICK

Bezwick was chosen as the president of the fraternity. He is a member of the football team and is expected to be a leader in the fraternity's activities.
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The New, Stylish Uteretteres for Men and Young Men have arrived and are ready for selection! Unusual Values at $19.75 $24.75 and up! Some have belts all around, sashes with tassel-like ends that can be worn fully belted or belted, others full belted or plain.

Model as illustrated, plus other single and double-breasted styles.

Some fancy plaid half, some plain. In shades of such colors as brown, tan, gray, etc.

If the buying power of a single store can save you money, how much more money can we save you with the buying power of our 51 Stores? Better clothes for the least possible money is your advantage in buying from us.

The Idaho Theatre
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HAVE YOU SEEN YOUR WINDOW DISPLAY?

MEXICAN PENOCHA?

A most delicious concoction

MITTEN'S Candy Shop

"Serves you right"

QUALIFIED

To do your work satisfactorily with our expert service and courteous treatment.

WHITNEY & WILSON

BARBER SHOP

Inland Market

ALWAYS THE FIRST OF SERVICE!

We carry a quantity of fresh fruit, milk and whipping cream at all times.

ANDEMOND & GODBEAR

Phone 114

Have you seen your window display of}

VARITY GROCERY

If Your Pen Demands Your Attention

You can't keep your head on your work

Some day perhaps you'll have a chance to try a new style of pen. If so, we'd like to give you a chance to try one of our new pens.

Our new pens are all the rage now.

If you're looking for a good pen, try our new pens. They're guaranteed to give you satisfaction.

Some day perhaps you'll have a chance to try a new style of pen. If so, we'd like to give you a chance to try one of our new pens.

Our new pens are all the rage now.

If you're looking for a good pen, try our new pens. They're guaranteed to give you satisfaction.
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Our new pens are all the rage now.

If you're looking for a good pen, try our new pens. They're guaranteed to give you satisfaction.

Some day perhaps you'll have a chance to try a new style of pen. If so, we'd like to give you a chance to try one of our new pens.

Our new pens are all the rage now.

If you're looking for a good pen, try our new pens. They're guaranteed to give you satisfaction.
FOOTBALL RULINGS FOR 1924
Tenderfoot, by George Maguire
Faster and Less Rough
Several notable changes in football rules intended to make the game closer and more exciting were made.

The changes were based upon proposals made by the players, coaches, and writers of the winter.

Some of the most important changes in kicking rules, all relating to the use of the ball, provide that the ball shall be kicked off from a horse or in a place selected by the referee, and the try-on-the-play rule also applies to this style. The penalty for encroaching on the line of scrimmage will now be four yards instead of six. This will make the game safer and more exciting.

The new rule makes it possible for the referee to use his whistle in the event of a foul, and the penalty for encroaching on the line of scrimmage will now be four yards instead of six. This will make the game safer and more exciting.

The new rule also makes it possible for the referee to use his whistle in the event of a foul, and the penalty for encroaching on the line of scrimmage will now be four yards instead of six. This will make the game safer and more exciting.

The new rule also provides that the referee shall signal plays made by the offensive team, and that the penalty for encroaching on the line of scrimmage will now be four yards instead of six. This will make the game safer and more exciting.
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